5 RACES IN RUNOFF

BARTLETT PICKS TAX BOSS

OU Students Arrested

Suburban Vote Light

Runoff Due In Norman

Bill Stirs Opposition

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

Noricke, Ackerman Will Battle April 4

Ackerman Sets ARG Vote Pace

The Results

Eight Will Run Again For Four Council Seats

By J. EDWARD MCBRIDE

The Oklahoma, advertising manager, and James H. Norick, a former mayor, announced three other candidates for mayor of the city will face each other in the runoff on April 1.

March 22: Norick is the leading candidate in the three-way race.

The ballot will be held at 3 p.m. in West."
Board Meeting Set Wednesday By Redbud Women

Helen Help Us

‘Stupid’ Woman Buys Companion

State Librarians To Meet At OSU For Conference

Polly’s Pointers

Betrothals Announced By Couples

Ellis’s 75th Birthday Party Planned

Spring, Summer Dates Planned

Made Of Paper

Polly’s Pointers

T.G.S.Y. Class Coupons

False Teeth

Bell & Howell

One reason you can take dependability of phone service for granted is because we don’t.
Editorials

How The War Goes On Poverty

Although there has been some relaxation in world prices, the situation in America is still better than it once was. The current price situation is a direct result of the policies followed by the United States government and the United States people. The United States has been able to maintain a high level of production and to hold the prices of many of its products. The United States has also been able to maintain a high level of employment and to keep the prices of many of its products. The United States has also been able to maintain a high level of employment and to keep the prices of many of its products.

The low prices of many of the products of the United States have not been due to a lack of demand. The United States has been able to maintain a high level of production and to hold the prices of many of its products. The United States has also been able to maintain a high level of employment and to keep the prices of many of its products.

The low prices of many of the products of the United States have not been due to a lack of demand. The United States has been able to maintain a high level of production and to hold the prices of many of its products. The United States has also been able to maintain a high level of employment and to keep the prices of many of its products.

The low prices of many of the products of the United States have not been due to a lack of demand. The United States has been able to maintain a high level of production and to hold the prices of many of its products. The United States has also been able to maintain a high level of employment and to keep the prices of many of its products.
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The low prices of many of the products of the United States have not been due to a lack of demand. The United States has been able to maintain a high level of production and to hold the prices of many of its products. The United States has also been able to maintain a high level of employment and to keep the prices of many of its products.
Anderson Defends Use Of $6,000
Lawyer Admits Getting Funds

We Have Overcome

In Liquor Controversy

Stout Hits Back At Ross McLenann

City Suspect Dies From Lung Pallet

Senate Launches Probe Of Prices

Committee OKs Legislative Change

Two-Session Plan Approved

You Are Cordially Invited to see the upcoming Spring Bridal Edition in the Oklahoma Fashion Journal

Zora, Take Your Licking, Go Home
Wells Wants To Be 'Fall Guy' But Winner

Part 3: Reform Attempts

Test Case Will Bring Abortion To Courts

14 Will Win Big 8 Race?

Wings Moving CHL Club From Memphis To Texas

Lake Reports

Will Grand Jury Investigate Rumored Horse Racing Tale?
63 Named To Join Phi Beta Kappa

Oklahoma Press Sweeps Book Clinic Awards

Oklahoma Premieres Oklahoma Premieres

Tired of Diets

R-E-D-U-C-E
THE EASY WAY

LAST CHANCE
50% DISCOUNT ON ALL COURSES

FOR YOUR FREE HOUSE ANALYSIS CALL
JA 8-4066

We're OPEN till 8 AM TONIGHT

Tired of WAYS THINGS the easy way?

MEN...
START TODAY TO LACTATE PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

from Ramsey's Kentucky Fried Chicken

A Special

Ramsey's Kentucky Fried Chicken

A&W Drive-Ins

Ramsey's The best of good food

Traditional Easter Dinner

Ramsay's Kitchen

Girls Night Out

The Bible

PLAZA

SAFETY FILM
HERE'S WHY!

Read why prices have been so drastically cut for this sale - then hurry to 800 S. Western. Doors open today at 9:00 A.M.

During the past few weeks we have accumulated hundreds of odd and ends for dozens of reasons. The major market starts a few days and suppliers have announced what will be discontinued. Stock must be sold. Floor samples have accumulated. They must be sold. Transfer of Midwest City, Norman and Northwest Store stocks resulted in lots of damage. This must be sold. Because there is so much of it and because it is all uncrated we have taken even greater price cuts to assure selling it out quick. All sales are final and we cannot hold any orders but the prices justify this. You are welcome to just come and browse through the thousands of great buys.

**SPECIAL**

Regularly $99.95 - $139.95

(23) Floor Sample Bedroom Suite

SPARTA

Huge assortment of one only these sample items. These items include all styles and every one of them has been approved to be at least a 99.95 item but they are offered in the floor.

RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$37.76

**SPECIAL**

Regularly $99.95 - $139.95

(4) Floor Sample Designer Sofas

All new at a limited close out floor sample. extras include Mid-Century Modern. All pieces are upholstered in the finest fabrics. These items are perfect for you and your room.

RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$97.76

**SPECIAL**

(3) Only Close Outs

Regularly $99.95

Carved Front Traditional Chair and 1/2 with Ottoman

RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$77.76

**SPECIAL**

Regularly $99.95 - $139.95

5-Pc. Pedestal Table in Dining Set

RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$97.76

**SPECIAL**

All Floor Samples Reduced - Some Up to 75% - None Held Back

RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$177.76

**SPECIAL**

Odd Lots - One Only - Discontinued -

RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$319.76

**SPECIAL**

Original One Only

Vermicelli Quilted Sofa

RED TAG

SALE PRICE

$147.76

**SPECIAL**

Evans Home Furnishings

800 So. Western

£ £ £